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Economic Analysis

China | Growth stabilization has eased hard-landing concern
Jinyue Dong / Le Xia

Q1 GDP expanded at 6.7% y/y (BBVA: 6.5% y/y versus Consensus: 6.7% y/y), marginally down from the
Q4 2015 outturn of 6.8% y/y and registering the lowest since Q1 2009. (Figure 1) Nevertheless, it is widely
regarded as good news in view of the escalating financial turmoil early this year and investors’ growing
concerns of a hard landing in China. More importantly, today’s announced activity indicators and credit
figures in March also point to a pickup in growth momentum due to the authorities’ stepped-up efforts of
growth stimulus and the Fed’s dovish stance of monetary policy normalization. (Figure 2) However, a
number of headwinds to China’s growth haven’t abated yet. It is still challenging for China to meet its
annual growth target of 6.5%. That being said, we anticipate the authorities to unveil more pro-growth
measures to avert a hard-landing in near future.
Figure 1

Figure 2

Q1 GDP stabilized at 6.7% y/y in the first quarter…

… as credit growth accelerated due to stimulus
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March activity indicators are higher than both market expectations and the
previous readings… Retail sales growth modestly increased to 10.5% y/y in March
(consensus: 10.4% y/y) from 10.2% y/y in January-February, indicating gradual consumption
recovery. (Figure 3) Growth of industrial production surged significantly to 6.8% y/y in March from
5.4% y/y in the previous two months, above the market expectation of 5.9% y/y. (Figure 4) It
indicates that manufacturing production significantly increased due to the recovery of domestic
and external demand. Following a similar trend, urban fixed asset investment increased to 10.7%
YTD y/y in March (Consensus: 10.4% YTD y/y; Prior: 10.2% YTD y/y). (Figure 5) The investment
pick-up is led by the rising housing prices as well as the credit boom due to the authorities’ easing
measures.



…so are the credit outturns. The total social financing, a broad gauge of credit including
bank loans, bond issuance and shadow banking activities, surged to RMB 2340 billion from RMB
780.2 billion in the previous month (Consensus: RMB 1400 billion). Among which, the off-balancesheet lending increased significantly, including trust loan, entrusted loan; so did the direct
financing such as corporate bond. Meanwhile, the traditional bank loans (indicated by new RMB
loans) also increased significantly to RMB 1370 billion (Consensus: RMB 1100 billion) from RMB
726.6 billion of the last month. In addition, M2 growth rose to 13.4% y/y (Consensus: 13.5% y/y)
from 13.3% y/y in February. (Figure 6) The credit figures suggest the authorities’ stepped-up
easing measures to support short-term growth took effect in March.
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Looking ahead, we anticipate more easing measures to be deployed to avoid hardlanding. Although the green shoots emerged in March, the headwinds to China’s long-term
growth haven’t abated yet. That being said, policy stance needs to continue to be pro-growth, in
order to offset the undergoing deleveraging and stabilize growth. At the current stage, the concern
of RMB stability may limit the PBoC from trimming interest rate. Therefore, we project another
three RRR cuts with 50 bps each time and one asymmetric interest rate cut in 2016. On the fiscal
front, the central government has decided to expand fiscal budget deficit to -3.0% of GDP this
year to support more tax cut and infrastructure investment. More importantly, certain regulatory
forbearance is applied to banks and local governments.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Retail sales modestly picked up, reflecting the
gradual consumption recovery

Industry production surprised the market to the
upside
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Investment significantly picked up, led by rising
housing prices

Bank loans and M2 growth are higher than the
previous readings
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Disclaimer
This document and the information, opinions, estimates, forecasts and recommendations expressed herein
have been prepared to provide BBVA Group’s customers with general information and are current as of the
date hereof and subject to changes without prior notice. Neither BBVA nor any of its affiliates is responsible
for giving notice of such changes or for updating the contents hereof.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase or subscribe to
any securities or other instruments, to undertake or divest investments, or to participate in any trading
strategy. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision
of any kind.
Investors who have access to this document should be aware that the securities, instruments or
investments to which it refers may not be appropriate for them due to their specific investment goals,
financial positions or risk profiles, as these have not been taken into account to prepare this report.
Therefore, investors should make their own investment decisions considering the said circumstances and
obtaining such specialized advice as may be necessary. Other than the disclosures relating to BBVA Group,
the contents of this document are based upon information available to the public that has been obtained from
sources considered to be reliable. However, such information has not been independently verified by BBVA
or any of its affiliates and therefore no warranty, either express or implicit, is given regarding its accuracy,
integrity or correctness. To the extent permitted by law, BBVA and its affiliates accept no liability of any
type for any direct or indirect losses or damages arising from the use of this document or its
contents. Investors should note that the past performance of securities or instruments or the
historical results of investments do not guarantee future performance.
The market prices of securities or instruments or the results of investments could fluctuate against
the interests of investors. Investors should be aware that they could even face a loss of their
investment. Transactions in futures, derivatives, options on securities or high-yield securities can
involve high risks and are not appropriate for every investor. Indeed, in the case of some
investments, the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment and, in such
circumstances, investors may be required to pay more money to support those losses. Thus, before
undertaking any transaction with these instruments, investors should be aware of their operation, as
well as the rights, liabilities and risks implied by the same and the underlying securities. Investors
should also be aware that secondary markets for the said instruments may not exist. Before entering
into transactions in futures, derivatives, or options, investors should review all documents on
disclosures for risks of investing in options and/or futures at the following websites:
Options - http://www.finra.org/Industry/Regulation/Notices/2013/P197741
Futures - http://www.finra.org/Investors/InvestmentChoices/P005912
BBVA or any of its affiliates’ salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market
commentary or trading strategies to its clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions
expressed herein. Furthermore, BBVA or any of its affiliates' proprietary trading and investing businesses
may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. No part
of this document may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated by any other form or means (ii) redistributed or
(iii) quoted, without the prior written consent of BBVA. No part of this report may be copied, conveyed,
distributed or furnished to any person or entity in any country (or persons or entities in the same) in which its
distribution is prohibited by law. More specifically, this document is in no way intended for, or to be
distributed or used by an entity or person resident or located in a jurisdiction in which the said distribution,
publication, use of or access to the document contravenes the law which requires BBVA or any of its
affiliates to obtain a licence or be registered. Failure to comply with these restrictions may breach the laws of
the relevant jurisdiction.
The remuneration system concerning the analysts responsible for the preparation of this report is based on
multiple criteria, including the revenues obtained by BBVA and, indirectly, the results of BBVA Group in the
fiscal year, which, in turn, include the results generated by the investment banking business; nevertheless,
they do not receive any remuneration based on revenues from any specific transaction in investment
banking.
In the United Kingdom, this document is directed only at persons who (i) have professional experience in
matters relating to investments falling within article 19(5) of the financial services and markets act 2000
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(financial promotion) order 2005 (as amended, the "financial promotion order"), (ii) are persons falling within
article 49(2) (a) to (d) (“high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc.”) of the financial
promotion order, or (iii) are persons to whom an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity
(within the meaning of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) may otherwise lawfully be
communicated (all such persons together being referred to as "relevant persons"). This document is directed
only at relevant persons and must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any
investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to relevant persons and will
be engaged in only with relevant persons.
BBVA Hong Kong Branch (CE number AFR194) is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the
Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. In Hong Kong this report is for distribution only to
professional investors within the meaning of Schedule 1 to the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap 571)
of Hong Kong.
This document is distributed in Singapore by BBVA’s office in this country for general information purposes
and it is generally accessible. In this respect, this document does not take into account the specific
investment goals, the financial situation or the need of any particular person and it is exempted from
Regulation 34 of the Financial Advisors Regulation (“FAR”) (as required in Section 27 of the Financial
Advisors Act (Chapter 110) of Singapore (“FAA”)).
Garanti Securities headquarters is in Istanbul, Turkey and is regulated by Capital Markets Board (Sermaye
Piyasası Kurulu - SPK, www.spk.gov.tr)
BBVA, BBVA Bancomer, BBVA Chile S.A., BBVA Colombia S.A., BBVA Continental, BBVA Securities and
Garanti Securities are not authorised deposit institutions in accordance with the definition of the Australian
Banking Act of 1959 nor are they regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA).

General Disclaimer for Readers Accessing the Report through the Internet
Internet Access
In the event that this document has been accessed via the internet or via any other electronic means which
allows its contents to be viewed, the following information should be read carefully:
The information contained in this document should be taken only as a general guide on matters that may be
of interest. The application and impact of laws may vary substantially depending on specific circumstances.
BBVA does not guarantee that this report and/or its contents published on the Internet are appropriate for
use in all geographic areas, or that the financial instruments, securities, products or services referred to in it
are available or appropriate for sale or use in all jurisdictions or for all investors or counterparties. Recipients
of this report who access it through the Internet do so on their own initiative and are responsible for
compliance with local regulations applicable to them.
Changes in regulations and the risks inherent in electronic communications may cause delays, omissions, or
inaccuracy in the information contained in this site. Accordingly, the information contained in the site is
supplied on the understanding that the authors and editors do not hereby intend to supply any form of
consulting, legal, accounting or other advice.
All images and texts are the property of BBVA and may not be downloaded from the Internet, copied,
distributed, stored, re-used, re-transmitted, modified or used in any way, except as specified in this
document, without the express written consent of BBVA. BBVA reserves all intellectual property rights to the
fullest extent of the law.

